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There are four institutions in the Czech RepublicThere are four institutions in the Czech Republic,, in which in the last in which in the last 
two years rotational sensors have been designed, constructed, antwo years rotational sensors have been designed, constructed, and d 
preliminarily tested, mostly in laboratory conditions:preliminarily tested, mostly in laboratory conditions:

Institute of Institute of GeonicsGeonics, Acad. Sci., Ostrava town, Acad. Sci., Ostrava town, in which rotation sensor , in which rotation sensor 
denoted here as KRP, realized by modifying standard translationadenoted here as KRP, realized by modifying standard translational l 
seismometer, was prepared by seismometer, was prepared by 
J. J. KnejzlKnejzlííkk, Z. , Z. KalKaláább and Z. and Z. RambouskýRambouský..

Institute of Geophysics, Charles University, Faculty of mathematInstitute of Geophysics, Charles University, Faculty of mathematics and ics and 
physics, Prague,physics, Prague, J. J. BrokeBrokeššovováá

Institute of Rock Structure and Mechanics Acad. Sci., Prague,Institute of Rock Structure and Mechanics Acad. Sci., Prague,
J. J. MMááleklek, M. , M. BroBrožž, and J. , and J. ŠŠtrunctrunc..
Specialists of both above institutions have coSpecialists of both above institutions have co--worked on design and worked on design and 
construction of rotation sensor (denoted here MRG) based on fourconstruction of rotation sensor (denoted here MRG) based on four
couples of standard geophones.couples of standard geophones.
J. J. ŠŠtrunctrunc developed, constructed and tested a prototype of capacity developed, constructed and tested a prototype of capacity 
rotational seismograph (SRC) using differential capacity transdurotational seismograph (SRC) using differential capacity transducer.cer.

Institute of Geophysics, Acad. Sci., PragueInstitute of Geophysics, Acad. Sci., Prague, in which the first variant of ring , in which the first variant of ring 
liquid sensors denoted JRB was realized, and four other denoted liquid sensors denoted JRB was realized, and four other denoted JRC, JRC, 
JRCJRC--variant, JRvariant, JRTT and JRand JRDD are under construction. are under construction. 
J. J. BubenBuben, P. , P. JedliJedliččkaka and J. and J. KozKozáákk
Let us briefly introduce these sensorsLet us briefly introduce these sensors



KRPKRP……((KnejzlKnejzlííkRotationPlangettekRotationPlangette))

dynamicaldynamical dumping transducers were installed on a nondumping transducers were installed on a non--symmetrical twosymmetrical two--arm lever arm lever 
whose rotation axis was made by cross suspender realized by two whose rotation axis was made by cross suspender realized by two laminated laminated 
springs (springs (plangettesplangettes). The pendulum was balanced by ). The pendulum was balanced by anan astaticastatic spring suspender.spring suspender.
The device adaptation consisted of the The device adaptation consisted of the astaticastatic spring suspender removing, of massspring suspender removing, of mass--
balancing the shorter arm of the lever by additional pendulum webalancing the shorter arm of the lever by additional pendulum weight (what ight (what 
enabled to set up centre of gravity right in the rotation axis) enabled to set up centre of gravity right in the rotation axis) and of installation and of installation 
tensometricaltensometrical pickpick--ups of pendulum position on cross suspender.ups of pendulum position on cross suspender.
Dynamical parameters of the adapted pendulum system, i.e., Dynamical parameters of the adapted pendulum system, i.e., itsits natural period and natural period and 
dumping are set up by means of the specific back circuits. The adumping are set up by means of the specific back circuits. The adapted sensor dapted sensor 
enables recording of ground rotation along both vertical and horenables recording of ground rotation along both vertical and horizontal axes; the izontal axes; the 
output signal is proportional either to rotation magnitude (angloutput signal is proportional either to rotation magnitude (angle) or to rotation e) or to rotation 
angular velocity.angular velocity.
The KRP sensor will be discussed and introduced in detail later The KRP sensor will be discussed and introduced in detail later in this meeting in in this meeting in 
the specialized paper presented by the specialized paper presented by JaroslavJaroslav KnejzlKnejzlííkk..

Fig. 1. The outside look at the KRP sensor, 
an adapted standard transitional seismo-
meter S5S.

KRP…(KnejzlíkRotationPlangette)
is a standard Russian translational 
seismometer S-5-S principally working as 
a mass-on-rod-pendulum, which was 
adapted for ground rotation recording. In 
the original device recording and electro-



MRG…(MálekRotationGeophone) sensor

The new rotational sensor system denoted MRG in this presentation, (also called 
'Rotaphone' by its authors), is shown in Fig. 2. It is designed to measure ground motion 
rotation rate components. The method is based on determination the spatial derivatives 
of ground velocity v approximating them by finite differences. This requires the ground 
velocities to be measured at two points, the distance of which is much smaller than the 
wavelength, but still large enough to allow differential motion (i.e., difference in the two 
records due to rotation) to be detected. A detailed description of The MRG sensor will 
be introduced in detail in the next paper by Brokešová and Málek. 
Brokešová J., Málek J., Kolínský P. (2010): Rotational seismic sensor system for field 
measurements and its in-situ calibration - application to West Bohemia region. 32nd 
General Assembly, Montpellier, France, September 6-10, 2010.

Fig. 2, Prototype of the MRG (or Rotaphone) 
sensor. In this particular case it records vertical 
rotation rate. It consists of 8 horizontal LF24 
geophones (Sensor Nederland, B.V.), arranged 
in 4 diametrical pairs and mounted to the rigid 
skeleton (metal disc, 25 cm in diameter).



SRC…(ŠtruncRotationCapacity) sensor

Fig. 3. Capacity rotation sensor by J. Štrunc
Mechanical part of the sensor consists of a movable seismic mass coupled by crossed 
flat springs to the basis. This solution enables angular deflection in the horizontal plane 
and primarily suppression of vertical disturbances. The four-electrode vertical capacitor 
performs measuring that is based on the principle of variable overlapping area. Such 
configuration provides linear dependency of capacitance on the angular deflection. 
Capacitor's dimensions have to fulfill specific rules for fringe field elimination. Around 
the active electrodes the shielding elements are located. Two electrodes, the bottom and 
the upper one, are fixed. The third and the fourth, the middle two, share the same board 
that is mounted on the seismic mass which can move within a small horizontal range. 
That is a special kind of differential arrangement of capacitive sensor which in ratio-
metric measuring circuit is independent on the vertical displacement of the middle 
electrodes. Therefore reduction of the vertical move influence on the measured 
horizontal one is provided by a combination of mechanic and electronic components.
Details on the SRC sensor will be presented by J. Štrunc later in this meeting. 



Ring fluidal sensorsRing fluidal sensors

are all simple  and similar as concerns their shape and physicalare all simple  and similar as concerns their shape and physical character. They character. They 
consist of the seismometer body which is shaped as a tube (usualconsist of the seismometer body which is shaped as a tube (usually of a ly of a 
circular or polygonal shape)circular or polygonal shape). . ItIt isis ffilledilled by inertial fluidby inertial fluid reactreactinging when the when the 
sensorsensor’’s body (fixed to the ground) makes nons body (fixed to the ground) makes non--transitional movements. The transitional movements. The 
sensorsensor’’s transducer converts the effects arising due to relative movemes transducer converts the effects arising due to relative movements of nts of 
the sensor ringthe sensor ring’’s body and the inertial liquid, into electric signal.s body and the inertial liquid, into electric signal.
It follows that they are three principal components of this typeIt follows that they are three principal components of this type of rotational of rotational 
sensor ruling its recording properties, namelysensor ruling its recording properties, namely

IInertialnertial mass mass inin fluifluidal dal statestate, i.e., liquid, gas or their combination. Here, , i.e., liquid, gas or their combination. Here, 
physical parameters of both these components (such as specific wphysical parameters of both these components (such as specific weight, eight, 
viscosity, capillarity, and chemical properties) rule the sensorviscosity, capillarity, and chemical properties) rule the sensor’’s parameterss parameters..

GGeometryeometry and material of sensorand material of sensor’’s bodys body namely its shape (circular?, namely its shape (circular?, 
polygonal?, other?), its outer dimensions, crosspolygonal?, other?), its outer dimensions, cross--section, geometry and inner section, geometry and inner 
dimensions of the fluiddimensions of the fluid--containingcontaining--tube, inner tubetube, inner tube--fluid contact conditions, fluid contact conditions, 
number of tube rings are of importance.number of tube rings are of importance.

TTransducersransducers,, of the mechanical effectsof the mechanical effects (arising due to fluid inertia) into (arising due to fluid inertia) into ∆∆V V 
patterns and  physical type and recording properties of these trpatterns and  physical type and recording properties of these transducers. ansducers. 
There is a long series of physical possibilities of converting mThere is a long series of physical possibilities of converting mechanical effects echanical effects 
into electrical signals.  Besides optical and electrochemical meinto electrical signals.  Besides optical and electrochemical methods they are thods they are 
numerous electromagnetic, numerous electromagnetic, tensometrictensometric, piezoelectric, deformational and other , piezoelectric, deformational and other 
methods providing such a conversion; some of them were used in omethods providing such a conversion; some of them were used in our JR ur JR 
sensors, see below.sensors, see below.



JRB…(JedličkaRotationBuben) sensor

This first variant of a disc rotation sensor was designed in the Geophysical 
Institute in 2008. It worked with inertial mass realized by fluidal body, 
i.e., water and air, both in room conditions. As the transducer of the water 
mass relative movement into electric signal a differential 
pressure→voltage converter was used. The results of JRB’s preliminary 
testing in laboratory and field conditions were in 2009 summarized and 
published in the BSSA, Vol. 99, No. 2B, pp. 1443-1448. At present new 
modifications of the JRB sensor are examined with the aim to determine 
sensor’s principal parameters which would prevent the undesired, 
relatively high electric noise.

Fig. 4. Photograph of fluid disc JRB 
sensor (its first variant)



JRCJRC……((JedliJedliččkaRotationCapacitykaRotationCapacity) sensor) sensor

TThe tube is he tube is locklockeded iin one point by lightweight mechanical aperture located n one point by lightweight mechanical aperture located 
perpendicularly to the tube circular innerperpendicularly to the tube circular inner--room axis, which may waggle along the room axis, which may waggle along the 
upper horizontal axis, while upper horizontal axis, while laterallateral and bottom  aperture sides are free, separated and bottom  aperture sides are free, separated 
from the tube inner walls by narrow slit. It follows that the apfrom the tube inner walls by narrow slit. It follows that the aperture suspended in erture suspended in 
such a way may wag forward and backward in the tube being pushedsuch a way may wag forward and backward in the tube being pushed and pulled by and pulled by 
relative liquid displacements during ground nonrelative liquid displacements during ground non--translational movements.translational movements.

If the inner aperture is arranged as If the inner aperture is arranged as aa central electrode of a differential  capacitor and central electrode of a differential  capacitor and 
two outer electrodestwo outer electrodes representrepresent thethe outer electrodes, then the outer electrodes, then the vibrationvibration movements of movements of 
pendulouspendulous inner electrode may easily be converted in an electric signal. inner electrode may easily be converted in an electric signal. The outer The outer 
electrodes are furnished with central openings enabling the inerelectrodes are furnished with central openings enabling the inertial liquid to move the tial liquid to move the 
central electrode.central electrode.

Fig. 5. FluidFig. 5. Fluid ring sensor with capacity convertor.ring sensor with capacity convertor.

Here the sensor is created by a ring tube  firmly Here the sensor is created by a ring tube  firmly 
kept in the frame preventing the tubekept in the frame preventing the tube’’s outer or s outer or 
inner mechanical deformation. The tube of circular inner mechanical deformation. The tube of circular 
crosscross--section is fully filled by inertial liquid, e.g., section is fully filled by inertial liquid, e.g., 
by transform oil.by transform oil.



JRCJRC--((JedliJedliččkaRotationCapacitykaRotationCapacity) variant) variant sensorsensor

The inner swiveling electrode (3) is prolonged vertically upwardThe inner swiveling electrode (3) is prolonged vertically upwards, above the s, above the 
rotation axis; on this prolongation a permanent magnet (6) is firotation axis; on this prolongation a permanent magnet (6) is fixed, which may xed, which may 
partly compensate the weight of electrode (3). Let us locate thepartly compensate the weight of electrode (3). Let us locate the magnet (6) in the magnet (6) in the 
room of magnetic circuit (7) of the induction coil (8) and inserroom of magnetic circuit (7) of the induction coil (8) and insert the electronic t the electronic 
circuit (9) which evaluates the signals coming from the pickcircuit (9) which evaluates the signals coming from the pick--ups (3), (4), and (5). ups (3), (4), and (5). 
In that arrangement, when the electrode (3) is deflected from itIn that arrangement, when the electrode (3) is deflected from its s ““zerozero”” position, it position, it 
generated electronic current generated electronic current if if in the inductor (8). This process initiates magnetic in the inductor (8). This process initiates magnetic 
forces returning the electrode (3) to its initial forces returning the electrode (3) to its initial ““zerozero”” position.position.
In this arrangement the electrode (3) works as a In this arrangement the electrode (3) works as a zero indicator: zero indicator: when the inertial when the inertial 
liquid moves it stays in zero position and current liquid moves it stays in zero position and current ifif (or voltage (or voltage ufuf) is proportional to ) is proportional to 
movement x of inertial liquid.movement x of inertial liquid.
The principle of described arrangement is denoted as The principle of described arrangement is denoted as force balance systemforce balance system; it ; it 
improves dynamical range of the sensor, improves its linearity aimproves dynamical range of the sensor, improves its linearity and frequency nd frequency 
characteristics patterns.characteristics patterns.

Fig. 6. Fluid ring sensor with capacity 
mechanical-electrical convertor; force 
balance variant.
The JRC-variant consists of the same sensor 
body as standard JRC, however it is 
complemented by an electronic feedback 
circuit, see Fig 6.



JRTJRT……((JedliJedliččkaRotationTensometerkaRotationTensometer)) andand
JRDJRD……((JedliJedliččkaRotationDeformationkaRotationDeformation) sensors) sensors

Fig. 7. Detail of the arrangement of the 
transducer for the JRT and JRD variants.
The sensors’ body, i.e., the rrectangular tube 
and inertial liquid in the JRT and JRD sensor 
types are identical with the JRC sensor 
discussed above. The diaphragm creates a thin 
flexible sheet fixed firmly at its upper rim to the 
inner tube ceiling and closing the inner tube 
room in the plane of its intersection. Since the

bottom sides of the sheet are not fixed to the inner tube walls the foil may bend due
to the inertial liquid motions; its deformation may be converted into electrical 
signal.
In JRT sensor such a conversion is achieved by special tensometers glued on the 
diaphragm- sheet along the line of largest deformation.
In the JRD sensor the sheet body is made of so called piezoelectric fim, a multi-
layered foil which itself generates variable electric charge proportional to degree of 
its deformation.
Both the considered types of transducers record acceleration, possibly combined 
with displacement velocity; this point is expected to be verified during the 
forthcoming testing measurements. Schematically both the versions of the ring fluid 
sensor are shown in Fig. 7.

Firmly fixed upper
rim of an elastic foil





Conclusions

Sensors deveploped by Knejzlík and Málek are established on adaptations of 
standard translation seismometer and standard geophones. They are promising 
for recording rotation motions in the earthquake near region. At present both the 
sensors are in the stage of their final testing.

The remaining 5 sensors (by Štrunc, Jedlička and Buben) represent more-or-less 
original designs. Their advantage may be seen in their simplicity, low production 
coasts and easy operation; we believe that especially the ring-tube sensors could
be utilized in large series covering the zone under study with desirable density. 

As concerns the sensitivity of the discussed sensors, it could not be sufficient for 
recording weak rotations in the far field; they are designed for recording strong 
motions in the near fields, which represent the largest danger for population.
Additionally, they may be useful also for recording undesired torsion 
displacements in large industrial constructions subjected to mechanical loading of 
anthropogenic character and to impacts due to atmospheric fluctuations.

As concerns the ring fluid sensors, we consider the up-to-now performed research 
as just open and we believe that the forthcoming detailed testing these devices
will result in  their desired improvement.


